
SUBWAY 24bit, 96 kHz

Filename BWDescription Duration Channels

entrance doors people pass - Quadro.wav SUBWAY station entrance, at the doors, people passing by - sparse, very light movement 02:03.8 4

escalator constant rattles - DMS.wav SUBWAY escalator close perspective, cranky, constant rattles, sparse walla 01:23.3 4

escalator on foreground clacks - Quadro.wav SUBWAY ticket area, escalator on foreground, light clacks, small crowd 01:16.1 4

escalator rhythmic clacks - DMS.wav SUBWAY escalator close perspective, rhythmic clacks and motor hum 00:34.1 4

escalator ride exit - AKG.wav SUBWAY escalator ride and exit, rhythmic squeaks & rattles 01:18.6 2

long escalator ride exit - DMS.wav SUBWAY long escalator: step in, ride and exit 03:01.4 4

long escalator ride exit - Quadro.wav SUBWAY long escalator: step in, ride and exit 01:35.2 4

long escalator ride exit motor rattles - Quadro.wav SUBWAY long escalator ride, lo freq motor & distinct rattles, exit 01:41.0 4

long escalator ride up exit - AKG.wav SUBWAY long escalator ride up and exit 01:33.0 2

long underground tunnel - DMS 01.wav SUBWAY long underground pedestrian tunnel, exit to trains, medium crowd, footsteps, distant trains 02:30.8 4

long underground tunnel - DMS 02.wav SUBWAY long underground pedestrian tunnel, large lively crowd, children, footsteps 04:09.4 4

long underground tunnel - DMS 03.wav SUBWAY long underground pedestrian tunnel, entrance from station hall, lively crowd 04:30.2 4

long underground tunnel - Quadro 01.wav SUBWAY long underground pedestrian tunnel, lively crowd, footsteps 02:22.1 4

long underground tunnel - Quadro 02.wav SUBWAY long underground pedestrian tunnel, exit to trains, footsteps by, distant trains 01:49.4 4

long underground tunnel - Quadro 03.wav SUBWAY long underground pedestrian tunnel, footsteps POV, large crowd 01:25.8 4

long underground tunnel - Quadro 04.wav SUBWAY long underground pedestrian tunnel, lively crowd, footsteps, sudden shouts 02:33.6 4

platform amb alarm bell train arrive departure - DMS.wav SUBWAY platform ambience quiet, alarm bell, train arrives, stops with brakes grinding, doors op & cl, air release, departs with long tail 03:21.4 4

platform amb almost empty - DMS.wav SUBWAY platform ambience, quiet, almost empty, gentle tonal hum 01:02.2 4

platform amb bell rings - DMS.wav SUBWAY platform ambience, alarm bell rings, quiet with few people 01:31.0 4

platform amb buzz - Quadro.wav SUBWAY empty platform tonal hum and buzz ambience 01:10.5 4

platform amb empty buzz train arrive depart twice - DMS.wav SUBWAY empty platform tonal hum and buzz ambience, trains arrive & depart with air release, brakes grinding 05:01.1 4

platform amb large crowd - Quadro.wav SUBWAY platform ambience, large crowd, trains arrive & depart 02:04.0 4

platform amb people footsteps train arrive depart - Quadro.wav SUBWAY platform ambience, light crowd - footsteps and quiet voices, trains arrive and depart 08:05.8 4

platform amb people footsteps train arrive departure - DMS.wav SUBWAY platform ambience with few people, train arrives, stops with squeal, doors op & cl, PA, departs 03:48.1 4

platform amb people footsteps voices train arrive depart - DMS.wav SUBWAY platform ambience, light crowd - footsteps and quiet voices, trains arrive and depart 06:31.2 4

platform amb train approach long depart - Quadro.wav SUBWAY empty platform ambience, train approach long, brakes grinding, doors op & cl, PA, air release, departs 04:31.0 4

platform amb train arrive departure twice - AKG.wav SUBWAY platform ambience, trains arrive & depart from distant and close perspective, stops with squeal, doors op & cl, PA, air release, departs with long tail 03:31.0 2

platform amb train arrive departure twice - DMS.wav SUBWAY train arrives & departs, twice, wheels clack, footsteps, PA 03:50.5 4

platform amb train arrive departure twice - Quadro.wav SUBWAY train arrives & departs, twice, wheels clack, footsteps, PA 03:50.2 4

platform BUZZ footsteps LowFr hum - DMS.wav SUBWAY empty platform tonal hum and buzz ambience, footsteps high heels pass by, very distant low freq train 01:21.8 4

short escalator ride exit - AKG.wav SUBWAY short escalator ride up and exit, rubber scraping 00:34.6 2

short escalator ride up exit - DMS.wav SUBWAY short escalator ride up and exit 00:31.6 4

station entrance APS beep - AKG.wav SUBWAY station entrance, underground, APS beeping 00:51.3 2

ticket area - AKG.wav SUBWAY ticket area, footsteps by, PA 02:10.8 2

train arrive depart brakes grinding - Quadro.wav SUBWAY train approach long, brakes grinding, doors op & cl, PA, air release, departs with long tail 02:02.4 4

train arrive departure - AKG.wav SUBWAY train arrives, stops with squeal, doors op & cl, PA, air release, departs with long tail 01:24.8 2

train arrive departure - Quadro.wav SUBWAY train arrives & departs, doors op & cl 01:33.0 4

train arrive departure brakes grinding - Quadro.wav SUBWAY train arrives & departs, brakes grinding, doors op & cl, long tail 01:36.1 4

train arrive departure wheels clack - DMS.wav SUBWAY train arrives & departs, very long tail, wheels clack 01:50.1 4

train departure outdoor - DMS.wav SUBWAY train departs, outdoor environment, wheels clack 00:25.4 4



train departure with horn air release - DMS.wav SUBWAY train departs with air release, horn honks 00:40.9 4

train door open - DMS.wav SUBWAY train door open, view from inside the train 00:04.4 4

train door open - Quadro.wav SUBWAY train: door open from platform 00:05.1 4

train int ride between stations doors - DMS.wav SUBWAY train interior: start, ride with squeaks, slows to stop, brakes, door open 01:49.6 4

train int ride between stations doors - Quadro.wav SUBWAY train interior: start, ride with squeaks, slows to stop, brakes, door open 01:51.5 4

train int ride between stations in various speed - DMS.wav SUBWAY train interior: start, long ride various speed, occasional squeaks, stops with brakes grinding, door open & close 04:22.6 4

train int ride outdoor to tunnel - DMS.wav SUBWAY train interior: ride, outdoor environment, entering tunnel, slows to stop, doors op & cl 03:23.0 4

train int ride outdoor to tunnel - Quadro.wav SUBWAY train interior: ride, outdoor environment, entering tunnel, slows to stop, doors op & cl 03:19.8 4

train int ride tunnel to outdoor to tunnel - DMS.wav SUBWAY train interior: ride, from tunnel to outdoor environment, to the tunnel again, stops, door open 03:31.4 4

train int ride tunnel to outdoor to tunnel - Quadro.wav SUBWAY train interior: ride, from tunnel to outdoor environment, to the tunnel again, stops, door open 03:31.9 4

train int start ride stop doors - DMS.wav SUBWAY train interior: start, ride, stop, doors op & cl, PA 02:09.3 4

train int start ride stop doors - Quadro.wav SUBWAY train interior: start, ride, stop, doors op & cl, PA 02:12.2 4

train pass outdoor wheels clack - Quadro.wav SUBWAY train passing, outdoor envronment, background traffic 00:25.7 4

turnstile medium perspective - AKG.wav SUBWAY turnstile area, people going through, beeps & footsteps, medium perspective 02:16.6 2

underground station entrance APS - AKG.wav SUBWAY station entrance, underground, APS medium perspective, people passing by - not busy 02:13.5 2

underground tunnel - DMS.wav SUBWAY underground pedestrian tunnel, medium crowd, footsteps, distant train, escalator on b/g 02:11.5 4

underground tunnel - Quadro 01.wav SUBWAY underground pedestrian tunnel, medium crowd, footsteps, escalator on b/g 01:16.1 4

underground tunnel - Quadro 02.wav SUBWAY underground pedestrian tunnel, medium crowd, escalator on b/g 02:02.5 4


